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H
ow has the hiring of technical communica-
tors changed in the past three years? Does
telecommuting work for them? Which proj-
ect management tools do they use? 

Curious about these and other questions, I interviewed
five managers with seventy-five years of combined industry
experience to get their opinions. I also spoke with numerous
other experienced technical communicators. 

This article is a compilation of what I learned—a kind of
composite snapshot of the state of managing technical com-
municators. Some of these ideas may already be familiar to
you—if so, it may help you to know that managers elsewhere are
thinking about them too. I think there are some new ideas as
well that you may find interesting.
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Changes in Hiring
Company Closures and Layoffs

The past two years have been rather
bleak for high-tech companies in North
America. First, the dot.coms disappeared
in large numbers. (One colleague refers
to them as the “dot.gones”.) Then came
the downsizing. In many companies, it
has been a steady bloodletting, with mul-
tiple rounds of layoffs. Technical com-
municators have been as affected by
these events as everyone else in the indus-
try. Almost every week I hear of, or from,
another unemployed communicator.
And my e-mail distribution list of con-
tractors keeps getting longer, as out-of-
work writers explore both contract and
staff employment opportunities.

Salary Cuts
Many companies are trying to prevent

further layoffs by cutting employee
salaries, usually by 10 percent. At least
four companies in my city, Ottawa,
Canada, have done this recently. Three of
these companies instituted a number of
mandatory unpaid days off, so employ-

ees still receive equal pay for the work
they perform. One firm merely cut

salaries—resulting in a serious
employee morale problem.

The salaries of technical com-
municators have always

reflected trends in the indus-
try. During the boom times,

when there were more
jobs than skilled people

to fill them, salaries
rose accordingly.

Now, with more
people than

jobs available, the salary cuts for commu-
nicators who have held on to their jobs
are also reflected in “human resources
adjustments” (read: lower salaries) for
new jobs. Informally, I’m hearing of 10
percent cuts, including a cut by agencies
hiring contractors, but no one I spoke
with would go on record about this topic.
In some cases, the cuts are much deeper.

Changes in Perks
Large companies with deep pockets

used to be quite generous with perks,
issuing taxi chits and hosting celebration
lunches and project launch parties.
Nowadays, a free donut and cup of coffee
is cause for rejoicing. Training budgets
are almost nonexistent. Firms with gyms
and sumptuous cafeterias haven’t closed
any of these facilities, but they don’t seem
as crowded as they used to be—maybe
because the remaining employees have
more work and tighter deadlines, and no
longer have much time to work out or
eat lunch away from their desks.

The Good News for Hiring Managers
Company closures and downsizing

mean there are fewer job openings and
many more candidates for each one.
Gone are the days of recruiters trying to
lure communicators away from one com-
pany to another. It’s a buyer’s market out
there. This is bad news for communica-
tors but good news for hiring managers.
In fact, there are so many qualified can-
didates for each job that managers want-
ing to avoid a deluge of résumés often
don’t advertise positions. They quietly put
the word out that they’re looking and wait
to see who their colleagues recommend.

When jobs are advertised, the expecta-
tions can be impossibly high. It’s not
unusual to see a long list of qualifications,
experience, and training for a relatively
junior position. With a large pool of
experienced communicators available,
managers can hold out for that near-
perfect candidate instead of hiring some-
one who meets most of their demands.
One colleague recently made it through
three rounds of interviews before being
told he was almost what the company
needed, but not exactly. Two years ago, a
company would not have held out for
such a “perfect fit.”

Samples and Pre-hiring Tests
All of the managers I spoke with want

to see writing samples of any candidate
they interview, and they all use pre-hir-
ing tests. Ingrid Berljawsky, manager of
technical documentation at TouchLink,
which develops electronic payment soft-
ware, has designed and used writing and
editing tests for candidates at three com-
panies in the past fifteen years. “You can
ask the right questions about the samples
a candidate brings in,” she explains, “but
you can’t really be sure about the role he
or she played in the production or to
what extent the material was edited by
others.” 

In my own fifteen years in high tech,
I’ve been amazed that tests are fairly com-
mon for staff positions but almost
unheard of for contract work. During
seven years of self-employment, I’ve never
been asked to take a test. Is this because
companies believe contractors must be
good, or they wouldn’t be contracting?
Or because they assume—erroneously—
that the agency that sent the candidate
has already administered a test? Or is it
because companies know that, if a con-
tractor doesn’t work out, they can let the
person go without fear of a wrongful dis-
missal lawsuit?

Who Is Being Hired
In the current economy, companies

are getting back to the basics. Many firms
are laying off project managers and using
senior writers to manage projects. So, if
you started as a writer and then moved
into management, this may be a good
time to dust off those wordsmithing skills
and reacquaint yourself with the tools of
the trade, such as FrameMaker, Illustrator,
Visio, and Microsoft Office. I know many
former managers who are once again
working as writers or writers-cum-project
managers. That may not be their first
choice, but it sure beats starving gen-
teelly. The good news is, there is a real
need for senior writers with varied expe-
rience and a broad skill set. Those who
are especially tech-savvy have an even
greater advantage.

Telecommuting
The managers I spoke with have

mixed views on telecommuting. ThoseD
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in marketing communication (marcom)
departments generally feel it works bet-
ter than those in customer documenta-
tion departments.

Thumbs Up
Elizabeth Walker was the telecommut-

ing test case in marcom management at
Newbridge Networks, a Canadian telecom-
munication firm. In 1994 she had an
opportunity to move to Colorado, and Eliz-
abeth suggested that she keep her job but
telecommute. Although her director was
not at all keen on the idea, and neither
was the CEO, they agreed to try it—for
three months.

Eight years later, Elizabeth is still
telecommuting. Newbridge has been
bought by Alcatel, a global telecommuni-
cation firm with its headquarters in Paris,
and Elizabeth is director of marketing
communication for a business group. She
remotely manages eleven employees and
contractors and five managers. Of the
managers, one works on site, one telecom-
mutes daily, and three split their working
time between the office and home. 

One challenge Elizabeth faces daily is
dealing with colleagues in different time
zones. When teleconferences are sched-
uled, she says, “My convenience is irrele-
vant. If a meeting is set for 2:00 AM my
time, I don’t ask for it to be changed—I
just make sure I’m awake.” She feels this
is a small price to pay for the conve-
nience of living where she wants to.

“Technical communication is the ideal
job for telecommuting because content is
generally scattered among many physical
locations,” Elizabeth says. She adds that
in a global company like Alcatel, it works
particularly well because people are
already used to working with colleagues
in different cities and countries. But she
does admit that telecommuting is proba-
bly more of a challenge when document-
ing hardware or software equipment, due
to the issue of access to products.

Mixed Reviews
Customer documentation managers I

spoke with are less enthusiastic about
telecommuting. Mary Couse, who spent
thirteen years in Canada’s largest
telecommunication firm, Nortel Net-
works, managing both customer docu-

mentation and technical marketing
departments, found it didn’t work well
with new or junior writers and was effec-
tive only with “senior, independent, and
extremely reliable people who were well
networked within the company.”

Fiona Lamont, director, systems quality
for Cognos, which specializes in business
intelligence products, and a veteran with
twenty years’ experience in customer doc-
umentation, does not find full-time
telecommuting effective. Fiona stressed
that offsite employees miss the meetings
and interaction that are necessary to get
the job done. However, at her company, a
number of writers regularly work from
home one day per week; others work any-
where from fifteen to thirty hours weekly,
and work hours are flexible.

In my own experience with both cus-
tomer documentation and marketing col-
lateral, I have found that telecommuting
works well when the task is writing mar-
keting literature. For product documen-
tation, it can be trickier because of the
need for access to equipment and to soft-
ware developers. I’ve also found that
telecommuting works better with mature
products, where there tends to be less
churn. And telecommuting works better
in the middle of the product develop-
ment cycle than at the beginning (when
the writer needs frequent access to the
product) or near the end (when devel-
opers are scrambling to incorporate last-
minute functionality or changes).

Perhaps the question to ask about
telecommuting is not “Does it work?” but
“How can we make it work?” Many large
companies have hardware being devel-
oped in one location, software in
another, and writers in a third. And a lot
of software developed in countries such
as Israel and India is being documented
in North America. The considerable cost
savings of this model guarantee that we
will see more of this pattern in the future.

Tools and Techniques for 
Project Management

All of the managers I spoke with rely
on project management software for
scheduling projects, estimating timelines,
and tracking costs. As to which tools they
use, one interviewee described Microsoft
Project as “slow as molasses,” while another

confessed, “I both love and despise it.”
Larger companies tend to develop their
own in-house systems, which are con-
stantly tweaked to make them better
reflect the needs of users. This is true at
Alcatel, where the comprehensive proj-
ect management software includes every-
thing from opening job numbers for new
projects through estimating and search-
ing for metrics. 

But no matter how many metrics you
have in a database, everyone agreed that
estimating is “part art and part science.”
Metrics from past projects are useful for
developing initial estimates, but so many
things can change during a project’s life
cycle that the estimates are just that. They
are simply guidelines that are particularly
useful for justifying costs to the people
funding projects.

Two other indispensable—though not
flashy—project management tools are
the telephone and e-mail. (Elizabeth
described e-mail as “a necessity, not a
tool.”) For communication that you can’t
have face-to-face, both are essential. One
interviewee made the interesting com-
ment that European workers tend to use
their mobile phones more than e-mail,
checking e-mail periodically during the
day, while North Americans are alert to
every incoming e-mail but are less likely
to use the telephone. I have also found
this to be the case, though I’ve noticed
that salespeople everywhere seem to pre-
fer the telephone to e-mail.

Conclusions
Telecommuting is becoming ever more

common. Since time and costs are more
of a consideration than ever in this econ-
omy, being able to bring in your projects
on time and on budget is crucial; that
means you must know how to use man-
agement tools such as project manage-
ment software, e-mail, and the telephone
effectively. Senior writers with broad skill
sets and experience, including writing,
editing, and project and people manage-
ment, who are prepared to “do a little of
everything” at a reduced price, have the
best shot at finding work. 

This means that members of our pro-
fession will be expected to be multi-
talented, flexible, and quick. But then,
aren’t we always? 
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